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Charged-pion production in noninclusive proton-nucleus interactions at 0.8
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Charged pions and light nuclei (p, d, t, 'He, and He) have been measured in the interaction of
proton beams with C, Nb, and Pb targets at 0.8 and 1.6 GeV incident energies, using a large solid
angle detector. From slices on the multiplicity of protonlike particles (free protons and protons
bound in light fragments), the events have been sorted out into two classes corresponding to more
peripheral and more central collisions. For each class of events, the mean value and the dispersion
of the m+ and m. multiplicity distributions have been studied as a function of target mass and in-

cident energy. Comparisons to the Liege intranuclear cascade predictions exhibit some discrepan-
cies which are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Pion production in both proton-nucleus (pA) and
nucleus-nucleus (AA) collisions is an important subfield
of intermediate-energy nuclear physics. In nucleus-
nucleus collisions, the major goal is to obtain information
on the behavior of nuclear matter at Anite temperature
and high densities with the hope that the nuclear equa-
tion of state (EOS) may be determined. The knowledge of
the EOS is very important in connection with the models
developed to describe supernovae explosions' and, more
generally, in any theory of nuclear dynamics.

The problem is to find experimental observables that
represent signatures of the high-density and high-
temperature stage. Some years ago, pion multiplicity was
proposed for being such an observable. It has even
been used to extract an EOS via the excitation function of
the pion yield. ' Intranuclear cascade calculations (INC)
were indeed predicting too large pion yields, and the
difference was ascribed to the lack of compression energy
in the model. Later on, simulations with the Boltzmann-
Uehling-Uhlenbeck (BUU) model ' showed that, even
though the introduction of a nuclear mean field lowers
the number of produced pions toward the experimental
value, the absolute yield remains too high. Then, Gale
found that by introducing the momentum dependence of
the interaction in the BUU model, the experimental pion
multiplicity excitation function could be reproduced be-
tween 0.36 and 1.8 GeV/nucleon, but no difference be-
tween soft and stiff EOS could be pointed out. Similarly,
Aichelin et al. demonstrated in the framework of quan-
tum molecular dynamics (QMD) that momentum-

dependent nuclear interactions suppress pion yields much
more than hard local potentials. However, they also
mentioned that these results should be taken with caution
since no density or temperature renormalization of the
nucleon-nucleon interaction was taken into account.
There is no doubt about the change of the elementary
cross sections by the nuclear medium, ' ' but there is
not yet a clear answer about how it will affect the
nucleus-nucleus data as this effect has only been tested
quite crudely by changing globally the cross sections '
without local density dependence.

In order to check the ingredients of these transport
theories, it is important to have proton-nucleus data. Ex-
tensive measurements of inclusive pion production in pA
collisions now exist between 0.2 and 1 GeV incident ener-
gies. ' ' However, because of impact parameter averag-
ing, such experimental information has its maximum
weight for peripheral collisions and cannot provide a val-
id test of what would be the inAuence of any density-
dependent force. The aim of the present work was to get
information on the pion production in proton-nucleus
collisions together with a criterion which allows the
selection of the density. To achieve this goal, both m+

and ~ multiplicities were measured with selections on
the multiplicity of protonlike particles (free protons and
protons bound in light composites) in order to distinguish
between peripheral and nonperipheral collisions.

In Sec. II, the experimental layout and data reduction
procedure are described. As the INC calculations used
for comparison to the experimental data strictly follow
the procedure given in Ref. 14, a very short summary will
be given in Sec. III. Measured multiplicities of proton-
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like particles and charged pions are reported in Sec. IV
and compared to INC predictions. Special interest will
be devoted to a comparison with similar exclusive mea-
surements performed with the same DIOGENE detec-
tor, but with n beams, ' for which discrepancies be-
tween the data and INC predictions could not be attri-
buted clearly either to a failure of the INC calculations or
to compression effects.

II. EXPERIMKNTAI. SETUP
AND DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURE

A. Experimental layout

The experiment was performed at the SATURNE II
synchrotron in Saclay with the pictorial drift chamber
(PDC) of the DIOGENE large solid-angle detector, a
complete description of which can be found in Ref. 20.

The PDC is 80 cm long and 70 cm in diameter; it is lo-
cated inside a solenoid delivering a magnetic field of 1 T
parallel to the beam direction. Tracks may be measured
between 8.4 and 33.7 cm from the beam axis with at most
16 sample points. From each of them, one determines
the three spatial coordinates and energy loss. Typical
values of the resolutions for pions and protons are about
20% [full width at half maximum (FWHM)] for the
momentum and a few degrees for the azimuthal angle 0
and the polar angle P. The PDC surrounds a 2-mm-
thick, 10-cm-diam carbon-fiber beam pipe. The accep-
tance of the detector is limited by the fact that the emit-
ted particles must have enough energy to cross the target
and beam pipe; it depends also, of course, on the number
of wires required to analyze a track. To have clean cuts,
the acceptance used for the data analysis has been irn-

posed by software to be more restrictive than the raw ex-
perimental one (see Sec. II B).

The trigger system consisted of four scintillators. The
first detector Sl, located 3.52 rn upstream from the tar-
get, counts each beam particle; it is 1 mm thick, 30 mm
in diameter. Two 10-rnm-thick scintillators AH1 and
AH2, each having a 15-mm-diam central hole, were used
to reject the beam halo and particles produced by reac-
tions in S1. They were placed 0.33 and 1.56 m down-
stream of S1. As opposed to the description of Ref. 20, in
the present measurement the scintillator beam veto (BV)
counter was located 3.75 m downstream of the target. It
was a square of 100X 100 rnm area, 1 cm thick. The fast
trigger signal was given by S1 AH1+ AH2- BV TM„
where TM is the dead time. This trigger implied that an
interaction occurred in the target. The timing was al-
ways given by S1. A second-level trigger that required
that at least one charged particle reach a radius of 15 crn
from the beam axis was performed in the acquisition pro-
gram. The dead time was about 30% for a proton-beam
intensity of a few 10 particles per spill, with spills of
about 500 ms every 1.4 s at 800 MeV or every 1.8 s at 1.6
GeV.

The target was located 20 cm upstream from the center
of the PDC. We used disks of about 5 —6 mm diameter,
with thicknesses of, respectively, 1.79 g/cm for C, 1.86
g/cm for Nb, and 1.24 g/cm for Pb. These disk shapes
of the targets were chosen in order to minimize the ener-

gy loss of particles emitted at 90 and to keep a good
quality of the track reconstruction program. However,
as the beam diameter is larger than the target one, special
runs with both large-diameter targets and empty targets
had to be done to get absolute cross sections, with + 15%
accuracy. Special care has been devoted to control run
by run that the beam conditions were stable.

The total number of recorded events was about 10
events for each target at both energies, with only half of
it for the C target run at 1.6 GeV.

B. Data reduction procedure

The PDC calibrations were done as described in Ref.
20. The time pedestals for all wires, as well as drift angle
and drift velocity, were found to be relatively stable over
the whole set of runs. In contrast, the energy-loss cali-
bration varied quite strongly from run to run because of a
gas leak in the detector. Therefore, gain factors had to be
adjusted run by run in order to keep the same particle
identification criteria in the reconstruction program
RATRADI. The ~-p-d separation is very good. From the
analysis of Ref. 23 and our identic. cation spectra, the data
are not spoiled by contamination of the measured pions
by the electrons and positrons which are created by
gamma-ray conversion inside the target and beam pipe.

The RATRADI pf ogr am has been used for the track
reconstruction, particle identification, and computation
of each particle's momentum vector and associated un-
certainties. From complete simulations of the detector,
including the eAects of the electronic biases and the
reconstruction program, it was found that ine%ciencies
due to multitrack separation are negligible for multiplici-
ties smaller than —10.

Even though it has a large acceptance, DIOGENE
detector does not detect particles emitted at forward and
backward polar angle 0 or particles with low kinetic ener-
gies. The software acceptance cuts are chosen to be more
restrictive than the raw experimental ones to assure
that at least nine hits are measured for each track (in or-
der to get a good identification) and to get rid of the par-
ticles detected with momentum resolution )20%
(FWHM). As in the present experiment, the 2-mm-thick
carbon-fiber tube has been used, the parametrizations of
the cuts in the (y,pi/m) plane (y being the rapidity and

pz /m being the transverse momentum divided by the
mass of the particle) have been revised. As many mod-
els do not produce light composite fragments, we have to
define "protonlike" (p„„,) particles. It corresponds to the
sum of protons free or bound in light composite frag-
ments:

M(p„„,)= M( )p+M( )8+M(t)+ [2M(' eH) +M(He)] .

(I)
With this prescription, a protonlike particle bound in a
deuteron, for example, has the same velocity and emis-
sion angle as the deuteron itself. Then the analysis is per-
formed in the following way.

An event is accepted if at least one charged particle
(among pi;k„~+, or ir ) satisfies the trigger acceptance
cuts
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24'& 0& 128',

and for a pion:

0.60+ 1.29y (if y (0)
0.60—0.96y (if y ~0),

and for a baryon

0.24+0.47y (if y ( —0.032)

pi/m .0.286 (if —0.032 ~y (0)
0.24 —0.62y (if y o0)

(2b)

At seven values of impact parameter between 0 and the
maximum value, b „„, 10000 (3500 and 2000) events
were simulated for the C (Nb and Pb) target at both 0.8
and 1.6 GeV incident energy. The total cross sections of
the INC simulations were found, respectively, to be equal
to 324, 1158, and 1846 mb for C, Nb, and Pb targets. For
carbon these values agree fairly well with the experimen-
tal values of Jaros et ah. : " 364.7 and 377.5 mb, respec-
tively, at 0.87 and 2. 1 GeV incident energies. Ray
found 1650 mb for p+Pb at 0.8 GeV.

IV. RESULTS

For each accepted event, a pion or a protonlike particle
is taken into account in the analysis if it is in the polar
angular range

20'& 0& 132'

and satisfies the detector acceptance cuts, which, in the
(y,pi/m) plane, are taken identical to those defined
above as the trigger acceptance cuts.

III. INC SIMULATIONS

The version of the Liege intranuclear cascade code
used for the present calculations has been largely de-
scribed in Ref. 14 and references therein. Trapezoidal
shapes of the nuclear density profile have been used to
take into account the nucleus diffuse edge. The nucleon
momenta of the target nucleons are distributed initially at
random inside a sharp Fermi sphere of radius 270
MeV/c. The nucleons move along straight-line trajec-
tories until the minimum relative distance between two of
them becomes smaller than the strong-interaction radius
between two nucleons. The final momenta of the parti-
cles are determined at random, in agreement with conser-
vation laws and experimental cross sections. Inelasticity
is taken into account through 5 excitation. In this ver-
sion the 6 has a finite lifetime so that it can decay during
the collision. The isospin dependence of the cross sec-
tions is included. The spectator nucleons are frozen. The
binding potential V encountered by a target nucleon is
implemented in the following way (Cahay, Cugnon, and
Vandermeulen ): at the first collision, the energy-
momentum relation

E =p +(m+ v)

has to be satisfied. Once the nucleon has made a col-
lision, the average field is destroyed. The values of V are
taken, respectively, equal to —25 MeV for C and —40
MeV for Nb and Pb targets, in agreement with analysis of
Monitz et al. of quasielastic electron-scattering data.
The Pauli blocking factor is calculated in a way similar to
what is done in BUU and VUU codes. For each event
the occupation factor f is determined by examining the
neighborhood of the final-state phase space whenever a
collision would otherwise occur. The nucleons are count-
ed in a sphere centered at the final phase-space coordi-
nates of the colliding pair. The sphere has a radius of 2
fm in coordinate space and 200 MeV/c in momentum
space.

A. Protonlike multiplicity distributions
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FIG. 1. Cross section versus protonlike multiplicity (see Sec.
II 8) for the interactions of 0.8-GeV protons with C (triangles),
Nb (circles), and Pb (squares) targets. The experimental data
(solid symbols) are compared to the cascade predictions (open
symbols).

The data measured on the three targets C, Nb, and Pb
are displayed in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively, for 0.8 and
1.6 GeV incident energies. A comparison to INC predic-
tions is also shown. The INC protonlike integrated cross
sections agree with the experimental ones within 10%.
The mean multiplicities are listed in Table I. For the tar-
get mass dependence, one observes an increase of the
mean multiplicity from C to Nb, but no change from Nb
to Pb. For the incident energy dependence, there is no
change for the C target, but an increase of about 30% for
Nb and 40% for Pb between 0.8 and 1.6 GeV. This ener-

gy dependence can be understood in the following way.
For the C target, the number of nucleons involved in the
collisions is limited. Therefore, one can expect that with
increasing incident energies there is no increase of pro-
tonlike particles emitted at large angles with a sufhcient
kinetic energy to overpass the experimental energy cuts.
In contrast, for a heavy target the number of cascading
nucleons is larger so that the number of measured pro-
tonlike particles emitted at large angles with sufhcient ki-
netic energy might be an increasing function of the in-
cident energy. The INC calculations generally over-
predict the cross sections for large multiplicities, the
discrepancies between experimental and theoretical
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FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 for the interactions of 1.6-GeV pro-
tons with C (triangles), Nb (circles), and Pb (squares) targets.
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values being larger for heavier targets. The experimental
dependences upon target mass, incident energy, and the
differences between experimental results and INC predic-
tions are consistent with the previous finding from a-
nucleus studies. ' There are large differences between
theory and experiment for large multiplicities and for
heavy targets, even though the present INC code was im-
proved by inclusion of the binding potential V and has a
more realistic description of the nuclear surface.

B. Impact parameter selection

The relationship between impact parameter and pro-
tonlike multiplicity has been studied through INC simu-
lations. The results are displayed in Figs. 3 —5 and Tables
II and III. From these calculations, it is clear that taking
a protonlike multiplicity strictly equal to 1 selects large
values of the reduced impact parameter b„(b„=b jb,„),
on the average about 0.7 for C target and 0.8 for Nb and
Pb targets. These events will be taken as characterizing
"peripheral" collisions. A selection of events with larger
protonlike multiplicities always restricts b, to about 0.5.
Increasing the multiplicity threshold does not change the
impact parameter selection, but just reduces the number
of events. The correspondence between the multiplicity
selection and fraction of geometrical cross section is also
given in Tables II and III for the experimental results.
"Central" collisions will be taken towards the highest
multiplicity representing about 20%%uo of the geometrical
cross section. The corresponding multiplicity selections
are M ) 1 for C and M ) 2 for Nb and Pb targets at 0.8
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FIG. 3. Impact parameter distribution for INC events with a
detected protonlike multiplicity equal to 1 for proton interac-
tion with C (solid bars), Nb (hatched), and Pb (dotted) targets at
0.8 (top) and 1.6 (bottom) GeV incident energies.

GeV, and M ) 1 for C, and M ) 3 for Nb and Pb at 1.6
GeV. Because of the fact that the experimental proton-
like multiplicity distributions are not perfectly repro-
duced by the INC model, the same multiplicity thresh-
olds in the experimental data and INC simulations do not

TABLE I. Experimental and predicted (INC) mean values of the protonlike multiplicity. The ratio
R

&
between predicted and experimental values is also indicated.

Incident
energy
Target

Expt.
INC
R,

1.53+0.001
1.79+0.003
1.17+0.005

800 MeV
Nb

1.81+0.001
2.26+0.007
1.25+0.009

Pb

1.78+0.001
2.42+0.008
1.36+0.026

1.51+0.001
1.83+0.004
1.21+0.011

1600 MeV
Nb

2.39+0.002
2.93+0.011
1.22+0.03 1

Pb

2.53+0.002
3.37+0.015
1.33+0.047
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800 MeV

M&1I M&2

TABLE II. Percentage F of the reaction cross section with
various conditions on the protonlike multiplicity M, for experi-
mental results (F,„p, ) and INC simulations (F»c), in 0.8-GeV
proton interactions with C, Nb, and Pb targets. For INC simu-
lations the mean value of the reduced impact parameter
b„=b/b, x is also indicated (uncertainty of +0.05).
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FIG. 4. Impact parameter distribution of INC events with
various conditions on the protonlike multiplicity M, defined on
the right edge of each figure, for proton interactions with C, Nb,
and Pb targets at 0.8 GeV incident energy.

correspond exactly to the same fraction of the geometri-
cal cross section, as can be seen from Tables II and III.

C. Pion multiplicities

1. Mean multiplicities

The mean multiplicities of charged pions measured at
the two energies 0.8 and 1.6 GeV are displayed as a func-
tion of target mass in Fig. 6 for peripheral collisions and
Fig. 7 for central collisions. They are compared to INC
predictions.

a. Peripheral collisions. From Fig. 6 it can be seen
that, with increasing target mass, at 0.8 GeV the mean
multiplicity of positive pions decreases by about a factor
of 2 between C and Pb, while the mean multiplicity of
negative pions stays roughly constant. These results are
similar to those obtained in o.-nucleus reactions measured
at 0.8 GeV/nucleon. ' A weak target mass dependence
of ~ means multiplicity for light projectiles was also
found in experiments performed with the Dubna bubble
chamber at 3.36 GeV/nucleon. In this case, as well as
for inclusive data, one expects a major contribution from

TABLE III. Same as Table II for 1.6-GeV proton interac-
tions with C, Nb, and Pb targets.
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FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4 for proton interactions with C, Nb,
and Pb targets at 1.6 GeV incident energy.
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FIG. 6. Mean pion multiplicity versus target mass, for peri-
pheral (see Sec. IV B) interactions of protons at 0.8 (left) and 1.6
(right) GeV incident energies. Solid (open) symbols correspond
to experimental results (INC predictions), triangles (circles) to
positive (negative) pions.

FIG-. 7. Mean multiplicity of m+ (triangles) and ~ (circles)
versus target mass, for central (see Sec. IV B) interactions of 0.8
(left) and 1.6 (right) GeV protons with C, Nb, and Pb targets.
Solid and open symbols correspond to experimental results and
INC predictions, respectively.

the peripheral collisions due to the 2~b db weight. The
inclusive data of Cochran et al. ' and Crawford et al. '

show that the pion cross sections vary as

o. (
+

) =a(Z )' ', ( ) =P(N )' ',

~(~ )=(NT)' 'll A )' '
(4)

where a and f3 are constants, and Zz and NT are, respec-
tively, the target proton and neutron numbers. Such a
behavior was explained by the fact that the ~+ produc-
tion is essentially coming from the first proton-proton
collision, leading to a 6 excitation and decay. In con-
trast, the m production process is more complicated
than expected from the isobar model, an important
source coming from the ~ +n ~~ +p charge-exchange
reaction so that the vr production cross section is pro-
portional to the nuclear area times (Nr iA T ), where A T
is the target mass, or roughly proportional to (NT)
As the total reaction cross section varies as ( Az. ) ~, one
expects the following dependences of the pion multiplici-
ties:

The Nb-to-C and Pb-to-Nb ratios of pion multiplicities
calculated with the preceding formulas and extracted
from the experiment are compared in Table IV for both
pion charges. At 0.8 GeV the experimental decrease of
the n+ mean multiplicity from C to Nb is slightly smaller
than the predicted one; in contrast, both the decrease of
the n+ mean multiplicity observed between Nb and Pb
targets and the independence of the ~ mean multiplicity
with A z are consistent with the trend given by Eq. (4).
The deviation observed for the C-to-Nb ratio is expected
since Eq. (4) was found to be satisfied only for A ~ 27 in

p + AT interactions.
At 1.6 GeV the a+ mean multiplicity exhibits a small-

er decrease with target mass: 30% from C to Pb instead
of a factor of 2 at 0.8 GeV. The n mean multiplicity
stays roughly constant with AT within the error bars.
This target mass dependence of the pion multiplicities is
consistent with Eq. (4).

The ratios between INC predicted and experimental
values of the mean pion multiplicities are listed in Table
V. At 0.8 GeV the INC calculations overestimate the ~
mean multiplicity from 20% for a C target up to about a
factor of 2 for a Pb target. Such a behavior has also been
observed in the analysis of the inclusive data. ' The ~
mean multiplicities are underestimated, the effect being

TABLE IV. Ratios of pion mean multiplicities for different targets. The values estimated by formula
(4) in Sec. IV C are compared with experimental ones.

Eq. (4)

0.48
1.08

Nb/C
Expt

0.8 GeV

0.67
1.08

Expt
1.6 GeV

0.90
1.12

Eq. (4)

0.74
1.05

Pb/Nb
Expt

0.8 GeV

0.71
1.02

Expt
1.6 GeV

0.87
1.05
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TABLE V. Ratio between INC prediction and experimental value of the pion mean multiplicities for
peripheral collisions.

Incident
energy
Target

1.17+0.03
0.64+0.05

800 MeV
Nb

1.36+0.07
0.79+0.09

Pb

1.90+0.11
0.80+0.10

0.95+0.05
0.40+0.02

1600 MeV
Nb

0.95+0.05
0.51+0.05

Pb

1.11+0.07
0.72+0.08

the largest for the lightest target as it rises from 20%%uo for
Pb to 40% for C. At 1.6 GeV the ~+ mean multiplicity
is well reproduced by the INC model for all targets. The

mean multiplicities are systematically underestimat-
ed, and like at 0.8 GeV, the discrepancy between the cal-
culated and experimental values is the largest for the
lightest target. It is interesting to study how these values
can be compared with a simple model, assuming a single
collision and that m production follows isobar dominance;
then

5Zz-cr;„(pp)+Nz cr;„(np)
M

6[Zr cr r (pp) +Nro r(np) ]

N, o,„(np)
M

6[Zz.cr z (pp )+Nz o r(np) ]

where o;„(pp) and cr;„(np) are, respectively, the pp and np
total inelastic cross sections, and err(pp) and o r(np) are
the pp and np total cross sections. Their values are, re-
spectively, 6 mb for o.;„(pp), 12 mb for o;„(np), 40 mb for
o z.(pp), and 36 mb for or(np) at 0.8. GeV and become 20
mb for cr;„(pp), 16 mb for o;„(np), 40 mb for o z.(pp), and
err(np). The values found with the simple relationships
(5) are compared to the experimental and INC values in
Table VI. It is striking that there is a fairly good agree-
ment between this simple 6 dominance model and INC
calculations except for ~ mean multiplicities at 1.6
GeV. Both INC calculations and the 6 dominance mod-
el give too large ~+ multiplicities for the Pb target at 0.8
GeV, which can be understood as a lack of ~ absorption
in the models. For ~ at 0.8 GeV, the INC calculations
agree with the simple isobar model expectations, giving
too low theoretical mean multiplicities as compared to
the measured ones for C target. For the Pb target, the 6
dominance model underestimates the experimental mean
multiplicity by about 70%, the INC calculations being

closer to the experimental values; this feature might re-
sult from the large contribution of the vr charge-
exchange reaction stated above. At 1.6 GeV the 6 domi-
nance model underestimates the ~ mean multiplicities;
INC calculations have also this tendency, except that the
discrepancies with the experimental values are smaller.
Then it is quite clear that the hypothesis of a single col-
lision with ~ production through 5 dominance is too
naive to explain ~ mean multiplicities. As pointed out
by Sternheim and Silbar, to reproduce both the (rr+,

) inclusive experimental cross sections and rr /rr
cross-section ratios measured in p-nucleus collisions, ' it
is necessary to take into account, in addition to the isobar
model, a good description of pion absorption and the m

charge-exchange reaction. They also mentioned that a
correct treatment of the nuclear surface might be impor-
tant.

Experimental and INC n+/~ multiplicity ratios are
compared in Table VII. It clearly establishes the failure
of the model when impact parameter selection is per-
formed, as the calculations overestimate the experimental
values by about a factor of 2 for all targets. It is interest-
ing to note that the ~+/~ inclusive cross-section ratios
found by Cochran et al. ' at 730 MeV are, respectively,
5.3 and 1.95 for the C and Pb targets, values which are
closer to our experimental values than the INC predic-
tions. For "peripheral" collisions, experimental rr+/rr
multiplicity ratios are not well described by INC calcula-
tions. For the inclusive cross sections, ' it was found
that, in the case of heavy targets, the absolute cross sec-
tions were overestimated by the calculations for both ~+
and ~, but the ratios were in satisfactory agreement
with the experimental values. These differences between
results from peripheral collisions and inclusive measure-
ments are not completely understood. They might result
from the fact that we are dealing with a more restrictive
region of the pion phase space, larger angles, and kinetic

TABLE VI, Experimental and predicted pion mean multiplicities for peripheral collisions. The cal-
culated values are given for INC simulations (INC) and 6 dominance model (6).
Incident
energy
Target

Expt
INC

Expt
INC

0.179
0.209
0.20
0.043
0.028
0.026

800 MeV
Nb

0.120
0.164
0.18
0.048
0.038
0.029

Pb

0.086
0.163
0.17
0.049
0.039
0.032

0.298
0.282
0.24
0.132
0.053
0.033

1600 MeV
Nb

0.267
0.252
0.22
0.148
0.075
0.037

Pb

0.233
0.258
0.21
0.156
0.112
0.040
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TABLE VII. ~+/~ ratio of mean multiplicities for peripheral collisions: experimental values, INC
predicted values, and ratio R7 between INC and experimental values.

Incident
energy
Target

Expt
INC
R7

4.16+0.08
7.46+0.52
1.79+0.13

800 MeV
Nb

2.50+0.06
4.32+0.51
1.73+0.21

Pb

1.75+0.03
4.18+0.55
2.39+0.32

2.26+0.03
5.32+0.28
2.35+0.12

1600 MeV
Nb

1 ~ 80+0.03
3.36+0.37
1.87+0.21

Pb

1.49+0.03
2.30+0.30
1.55+0.20

energies, in addition to the selective trigger condition (see
Sec. IIB) which, for all cases presently studied, corre-
sponds to a total number of nucleon-nucleon collisions in
the cascade process larger than 3.

b. Central collisions. Results on the mean multiplici-
ties are displayed in Fig. 7, the corresponding values be-
ing listed in Table VIII. For "central" collisions there is
a clear decrease of the a+ mean multiplicity with the tar-
get mass. The Az- dependence of the m. mean multiplici-
ty displays the same behavior. These features are con-
sistent with the results obtained in a-nucleus central col-
lisions. The decrease with target mass is weaker for
negative than for positive pions, but it does not depend
on the incident energy.

From the INC simulations, it has been checked that
the mean pion multiplicity does not depend on the choice
of the more or less restrictive multiplicity conditions
defined in Sec. IV B and Tables II and III. The compar-
isons to the INC predictions displayed in Fig. 7 are quan-
titatively expressed in Table IX with the ratio
R(INC/expt) between the vr mean multiplicities calculat-
ed with the cascade model and the experimental values
for both pion charges produced by interaction of the 0.8-
and 1.6-GeV protons on the different targets. It is clear
that the ~+ mean multiplicities are always overestimated
by the INC calculations; the differences between the ex-
perimental and calculated values are the larger at the
lower incident energy and for heavier targets. For m.

mean multiplicities, INC calculations describe fairly well
the carbon data, while they overestimate the Pb data. It
confirms the previous assumptions according to which
the discrepancies observed between the INC and experi-
mental data for pion production result mainly from the
lack of pion absorption in the model. ' It is interesting to
note that the target mass dependence of R(INC/expt)

does not depend on incident energy. For a-nucleus cen-
tral collisions, it has been shown that there is a linear
dependence of lnR(INC/expt) as a function of lnA &. with
slopes slightly increasing with increasing incident energy
and values equal to +0.26 and +0.29 for, respectively,
positive and negative pions. In the case of our central
collisions, the same feature has been observed with a
slightly better linear fit for ~+ than for ~ . At T&,b =800
MeV, the corresponding slopes are 0.23 and 0.27 for m+
and ~, respectively (reaching 0.25 and 0.29 at
Ti,b=1600 MeV). Our results are thus in good agree-
ment with the analysis of Ref. 22.

Experimental and INC m+/vr multiplicity ratios
R(sr+/m ) are compared in Table X. The decrease of
experimental R(sr+/vr ) with the target mass is con-
sistent with a-nucleus results at 200, 400, 600, and 800
A MeV/nucleon. This target mass dependence is ob-
served at the two incident energies and for the INC cal-
culated R (m+/rr ) ratio. The theoretical R (~+/m).
ratios overestimate the experimental values by, respec-
tively, 80% and 40%%uo at 800 and 1600 MeV. The fact
that these R(m+/m ) ratios are not well described by
INC simulations for all targets was already pointed out in
our analysis of the peripheral collisions. Such a behavior
is quite different from the analysis of inclusive data. ' It
might be due to the fact that in the present data a better
selection on impact parameter is achieved so that multi-
ple collisions are more probable and charge exchange of
both the nucleon and pion becomes more important. In
addition, particles emitted in a more restricted phase
space are presently analyzed. A linear dependence of
lnR(m /m ) in function of InAr is observed in our data.
The slopes are —0.27 and —0.21 for, respectively, 800
and 1600 MeV incident energies, which has to be com-
pared with —0.24 and —0.23 for INC predictions. The

TABLE VIII. Experimental and predicted pion mean multiplicities for central collisions. The calcu-
lated values are given for INC simulations (INC).

Incident
energy
Target

Expt
INC
Expt
INC

0.066
0.133
0.049
0.058

800 MeV
Nb

0.029
0.099
0.037
0.061

Pb

0.019
0.069
0.030
0.062

0.236
0.284
0.212
0.169

1600 MeV
Nb

0.119
0.206
0.176
0.213

Pb

0.081
0.197
0.134
0.258
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TABLE IX. Ratio between INC predictions and experimental values of the pion mean multiplicities
for central collisions.

Incident
energy
Target

2.01+0.03
1.18+0.05

800 MeV
Nb

3.41+0.31
1.69+0.12

Pb

3.63+0.47
2.07+0.28

1.20+0.03
0.79+0.02

1600 MeV
Nb

1.73+0.11
1.21+0.08

Pb

2.44+0.20
1.92+0.14

linear relationship is not as well satisfied theoretically as
experimentally.

2. Dispersion versus mean value
of the multiplicity distributions

In heavy-ion collision physics, a lot of activity has been
devoted to studying of the pion multiplicity distribution
in order to find any deviation from a Poisson distribution.
Gyulassy and Kauffman ' suggested that, at a given im-
pact parameter, any deviation from a Poisson distribution
might be a signature of a coherent effect. However, no
deviation was found either in the Berkeley streamer
chamber data for the Ar+KCl central collisions mea-
sured at 1.8A GeV (Rev. 32) or in the Dubna "semicen-
tral" collisions at 3.66A GeV. For the present experi-
mental results, the dispersion is plotted as a function of
the average multiplicity in Fig. 8 for peripheral and cen-
tral collisions. The linear dependence expected from a
Poisson distribution is generally observed except for
mean multiplicities larger than 0.2, where deviations start
to show up. No obvious explanation has been found for
such a behavior.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Protonlike particles (free protons and protons bound in
light fragments) and multiplicity distributions of both
positively and negatively charged pions have been mea-
sured in proton-nucleus interactions at 800 and 1600
MeV incident energies. For that purpose the pictorial
drift chamber of the large solid-angle DIOGENE detec-
tor has been used. It allows to sort out the events in two
sets by means of a selection on the pseudoproton multi-
plicity: peripheral collisions b„=0.7 —0.9 (b„=bib,„)
and central collisions b„=0.5.

As for the a-induced reactions studied with
DIOGENE, the Liege INC code reproduces fairly well
the protonlike multiplicity distribution for a light target

such as C at both 0.8 and 1.6 GeV incident energies,
while it overpredicts the protonlike cross sections for
large multiplicities for heavier targets, the discrepancies
being the largest for the Pb target.

The ~+ and ~ multiplicity distributions exhibit the
following features:

For peripheral collisions it has been shown that the sr+
mean multiplicity decreases from a carbon to a lead tar-
get, but with a rate smaller at 1600 MeV than at 800
MeV. The ~ mean multiplicity displays a very weak
target dependence, being almost constant from carbon to
lead at 800 MeV and having a slight tendency to increase
at 1600 MeV. The INC calculations reproduce only the
mean ~ multiplicities at 1600 MeV, while at 800 MeV
they overestimate the experimental data by a factor
which varies from 1.2 to 2 from a carbon to a lead target.
In contrast, the mean m multiplicities are generally un-
derestimated. The INC ~+/~ multiplicity ratios are
twice as large as the experimental ones.

For central collisions the experimental mean ~+ and
multiplicities decrease from carbon to lead for both

incident energies. The rate of decrease is smaller for ~
than for w+ and does not depend on incident energy.
The comparison with INC predictions shows that the
theory overestimates the ~+ mean multiplicities, the
discrepancy being the largest at the lower incident energy
and for the heavier targets. For the a mean multiplici-
ties, the cascade values are higher than the experimental
values for all targets at 800 MeV, while at 1600 MeV the
theory gives a value 20%%uo lower than the experimental
data for carbon and a value twice as large as the observed
one for Pb.

The ~+/~ multiplicity ratios for peripheral collisions
are overestimated by about a factor of 2 for all targets by
the INC calculations. For central collisions the calculat-
ed ratios are larger by a factor of 1.8 at 800 MeV and 1.4
at 1600 MeV.

The general observation that INC provides too large

TABLE X. m /~ ratio of mean multiplicities for central collisions: experimental values, INC pre-
dicted value, and ratio R &0 between INC and experimental values.

Incident
energy
Target

Expt
INC
R lo

1.35+0.01
2.29+0.05
1.70+0.04

800 MeV
Nb

0.78+0.02
1.62+0.10
2.08+0.13

Pb

0.63+0.01
1.1 1+0.09
1.76+0.14

C

1.11+0.01
1.68+0.02
1.51+0.08

1600 MeV
Nb

0.68+0.01
0.97+0.04
1.43+0.05

Pb

0.60+0.01
0.76+0.03
1.27+0.06
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FIG. 8. Experimental values of the dispersion D as a func-
tion of the average multiplicity of pions for peripheral (left) and
central (right) collisions. The solid and open symbols corre-
spond, respectively, to positively and negatively charged pions.
Triangles, squares, and circles correspond respectively to C, Nb,
and Pb targets. The numbers are the incident energies in GeV.
The straight line is the function D = (M ).

discrepancies since, in this case, some compression occurs
in these reactions. In the present experiment, no
compression is about to occur in the reaction process.
Thus the lack of compression in the INC cannot be re-
sponsible for the observed discrepancies between experi-
ment and calculations. The fact that the experimental
m+ /m multiplicity ratios disagree with the cascade
values is quite new as compared to the analysis of the
730-MeV inclusive data. It might reAect that, with the
impact parameter selection, the number of nucleon-
nucleon collisions is under better control and that a pro-
cess such as charge exchange or the isospin dependence
of the elementary cross sections is not described precisely
enough, all these effects being averaged out for inclusive
cross sections. It may also be due to the fact that in the
present work we are using a different phase space as the
DIOGENE acceptance requires that the particles be
emitted at large angles with high enough energies.

The present work corresponds to basic data obtained
with an elementary probe and should be used to check
theories developed for heavy-ion collisions to be sure that
they are able to reproduce the global observables in a
case where compression is absent.
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